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Abstract—This paper describes an implementation of multi-
layer techniques using the network infrastructure provided by
FEDERICA, PASITO and OneLab projects. FEDERICA project
provides a network infrastructure, based on virtualization ca-
pabilities in both network and computing resources, which
creates custom-made virtual environments. PASITO is a layer-
2 network that connects universities and research centers in
Spain. OneLab measurements tools allow carrying out high-
accuracy active network measurements. Thanks to FEDERICA
and PASITO, we have a multi-layer architecture where the trafﬁc
is routed based on the measurements of OneLab equipment.
To carry out this experiment, we have developed a Multi-layer
Trafﬁc Engineering manager and an implementation of the Path
Computation Element Protocol to solve the lack of a control plane
in IP oriented networks. This work shows the feasibility of multi-
layer techniques as a convenient solution for network operators
and it validates our Path Computation Element implementation.
Index Terms—Multilayer trafﬁc engineering; Path Computa-
tion Element; Quality of Service.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the explosion of broadband connections has
imposed an unprecedented trafﬁc growth in telecommunication
networks with very high cumulative annual growth rates. An
example of this huge trafﬁc growth is the forecast from Cisco
[1] that predicts an annual IP trafﬁc over 700 exabytes in 2014,
four times higher than in 2009.
Current operator network deployments are mostly based
on IP/MPLS routers, either on their own or supported by an
optical switching network (WDM, OTN, etc.). IP and MPLS
layers take advantage of statistical multiplexing of Internet
trafﬁc proﬁle. However, new applications have lately appeared
demanding higher capacity and changing the trafﬁc proﬁle. For
instance, a ﬁle transfer does not have severe network require-
ments, while Video on Demand (VoD) streaming requires a
minimum rate, delay and jitter [2].
In this new scenario, gain by statistical multiplexing is
modiﬁed, specially in the network core. Therefore, the uti-
lization of IP resources must be carefully organized. Multi-
layer techniques try to use the resources of lower layer to
reduce congestion at the IP layer and to provide an efﬁcient
conﬁguration of the IP resources. Previous work has shown that
multi-layer techniques are feasible [3] from the technical point
of view and they enable optimization of resources utilization
in current IP backbone topologies [4], [5], [6].
The primary goal of performing multilayer coordination is
cost reduction. By including an element applying multi-layer
optimization, the operator can avoid inefﬁciency and reduce
CAPEX. Transport and IP/MPLS transit capacity is required
to interconnect border routers. However, their deployment can
be jointly planned, leading to cost reduction. Whenever there
is no sufﬁcient gain from applying statistical multiplexing, the
use of expensive IP equipment can be reduced. Some results
of potential savings in the required investment for IP networks
are shown in [3], [7], [8]. These studies demonstrate that
signiﬁcant CAPEX savings can be obtained by an appropriate
combination of the resources in multiple layers. In previous
work, authors in [3] developed a multi-layer prototype with
three IP routers and three optical cross-connects to show
the feasibility of multi-layer techniques. In this work, we
carry out an multi-layer experiment involving a larger testbed
thanks to FEDERICA and PASITO infrastructure with accurate
timestamping using OneLab equipment. Moreover, we have
developed an implementation of Path Computation Element
(PCE) [9], which is validated with a second experiment. The
PCE can help to integrate networks without a control with
control plane oriented networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the multi-layer architecture and provides de-
tailed information regarding the infrastructure of each project
(FEDERICA, PASITO and OneLab), the Multi-layer Trafﬁc
Engineering manager and the PCE architecture. In Section III,
the feasibility of multi-layer techniques is demonstrated on
an experimental testbed with a video transmission. Moreover,
we validate our Path Computation Element Protocol (PCEP).
Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Multi-layer network architecture used in the experiments
II. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
Next Generation Transport Networks (NGTN) are com-
prised by a control, a management and a data plane [10]. The
data plane is used for the transmission of information packets.
Data plane is composed by the IP/MPLS or optical links
where the user data is sent. The management plane deals with
global operations, including accounting, security evaluation,
monitoring reports, etc. The control plane is in charge of
decentralized management issues such as the exchange of
routing information, link state monitoring and the set up and
tear down of connections. Additionally, such control plane
manages the Service Level Agreements (SLA) and monitors
the Quality of Service (QoS) offered to the connections.
The test-bed scenario is a distributed network communicat-
ing Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid (UAM) and Universidad
Pu´blica de Navarra (UPNA) premises. The architecture uses
resources from three facilities: FEDERICA, PASITO, and
OneLab. The objectives of this work are to assess multi-layer
techniques in realistic networks and to validate our implemen-
tation of the Path Computation Element. This section explains
each part involved in the experiment: the multi-layer network,
the monitoring probes, the coordination of all elements in the
test-bed, the PCE architecture and its integration with control
plane enabled networks.
A. Multi-layer network architecture
The multi-layer architecture for this experiment has a layer-
3 (FEDERICA slice) and a layer-2 (PASITO) network (Fig. 1).
FEDERICA project [11] provides a network infrastructure
that allows the creation of virtual scenarios to carry out
networking experiments. As each scenario is isolated, multiple
virtual scenarios can run at the same time in the infrastructure.
These virtual scenarios are called “virtual slices”. A FEDE-
RICA user can request a virtual slice with multiple nodes and
each node can run a different operating system. The requested
slice for our experiment is composed by six nodes: two Linux
and four Juniper routers (Fig. 1). The Linux nodes are the edge
routers of the slice (routers 5 and 6) and the Juniper routers
are the core nodes (routers 1 to 4).
PASITO is a research network funded by Spanish Ministry
of Industry, Tourism and Trade [12]. PASITO infrastructure
provides a layer 2 network joining universities and research
centers across Spain, but it is not the main network access for
these centers. In fact PASITO network is isolated from Internet
providing a single VLAN between associated research centers
for research purposes. PASITO provides a layer-2 connection
between edge nodes at UAM and UPNA premises (Fig. 1).
The coordination between both architectures must be done
by the control or management plane. Our infrastructures do not
support a control plane solution (like ASON or GMPLS). We
have created a Multilayer Trafﬁc Engineering (MTE) manager,
which is described in section II-C, to coordinate both layers.
B. End-to-end Quality of Service monitoring
The available infrastructure from the OneLab project [13]
allows high-accuracy network measurements. This capabil-
ity is achieved thanks to an advanced network monitoring
equipment, that includes the ARGOS network monitoring card
developed at UAM. The ARGOS card is composed of two
PCBs: a NetFPGA board and a sister card [14]. The NetFPGA
is in charge of receiving and timestamping the incoming
packets with the GPS information provided by the sister card.
Software-based network monitoring systems can use GPS
information for node synchronization purposes. The times-
tamping task can be done at driver level inside the receiving
machine. ARGOS card achieves a higher level of accuracy,
because software-based timestamping not only introduces a
measurement overhead (IO and networking stack delays) but
also this overhead is highly variable due to the CPU load.
ARGOS offers, roughly, a 10ns end-to-end accuracy thanks to
a low-level timestamping system. Each packet is marked with
the time information at the moment of its departure or arrival
at the ARGOS card. Therefore, this timestamp value does not
depend on the machine CPU consumption.
Two cards are required to measure the One-Way Delay
(OWD). One ARGOS monitoring card sends UDP packet
trains from a source to a destination node, as shown in Fig. 2.
The ARGOS source card marks the packets with the departure
time information in the UDP payload. When the packet reaches
the destination, the card includes the timestamp in an ARGOS
header (Fig. 2). This timestamp is highly accurate since the
marking is done when the packet is received. Moreover,
ARGOS card is using the GPS information. The packet is sent
to the host like a standard NIC. The host can compute the
OWD with the timestamp mark at the source and destination
nodes in the packet.
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Fig. 2. ARGOS card train transmission and packet marking
C. Coordination between FEDERICA and PASITO networks
The coordination between the multiple layers in the network
is done by the Multilayer Trafﬁc Engineering (MTE) manager.
The MTE manager is in charge of deciding where to send
the trafﬁc based on QoS information from the network. Layer
2 connections reduce the delay and trafﬁc sent to the IP
routers. On the other hand, the IP layer improves bandwidth
utilization thanks to the statistical multiplexing. Flows to the
same destination are merged, thus improving the efﬁcient
utilization of the resources. The MTE manager implements the
following strategy. When the OWD in the IP layer is lower
than a given threshold, the MTE manager sends the trafﬁc
using the FEDERICA network to reduce resource utilization,
thus taking advantage of statistical multiplexing gains. When
the IP layer is carrying a lot of trafﬁc and the QoS constraints
for the service are not fulﬁlled, the trafﬁc is forwarded through
PASITO network to provide the required QoS for the service.
An MTE manager is an integration element with the fol-
lowing generic requirements:
1) Access to monitoring tools of the IP/MPLS layer trafﬁc.
2) Awareness of the routing information, as part of the
control plane functions.
3) Implement multi-layer routing and restoration algo-
rithms.
4) The conﬁguration of the data plane and the control plane
of the IP/MPLS network has to be made available in
order to make a proper conﬁguration of the IP/MPLS
layer upon virtual topology changes.
Such element is required for a multi-layer architecture with
a management and/or control plane. The MTE manager is an
element performing integration of the management and con-
trol planes using QoS information. The obvious management
protocol for monitoring and partially conﬁguring IP networks
is the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [15].
However, there are other scenarios with a control plane or
monitoring probes that can provide QoS information to the
MTE manager. Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of our MTE
manager. Based on the previous list of requirements, we
enumerate how our MTE manager fulﬁlls them:
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Fig. 3. Multi-layer Trafﬁc Engineering manager
1) The MTE manager gets the monitoring information from
a database that is feed by ARGOS cards with the OWD.
ARGOS cards are used to continuously monitor FEDE-
RICA slice (Fig 1). OneLab node at UAM premises ﬁlls
in a database with the OWD in FEDERICA network
from UPNA to UAM.
2) The MTE manager is aware of the current routing
information at the edge nodes using SNMP.
3) The implemented algorithm routes the trafﬁc using FE-
DERICA network, as long as the QoS requirements are
fulﬁlled. When the delay is increased in the network, the
manager sends the trafﬁc using PASITO from UAM to
UPNA premises.
4) The conﬁguration of the data plane is done via SNMP
modifying the routes in the edge nodes.
D. Path Computation Element architecture
The Path Computation Element (PCE) is “an entity (com-
ponent, application, or network node) that is capable of com-
puting a network path or route based on a network graph and
applying computational constraints” [16]. Path Computation
Element Protocol (PCEP) follows a request/response scheme
as depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Path Computation Element architecture integrated with a control plane
The Path Computation Client (PCC) requests routes to the
Path Computation Element, who replies with the route. The
PCE can be located as part of the management plane, where
the network management system (NMS) requests paths to the
PCE. If there is a control plane in the network, it asks for
routes to the PCE. Once the PCE replies to the request, the
NMS or the control plane can conﬁgure the routing elements.
The PCE requires a trafﬁc engineering database (TED) with
the state information of the network. The TED can be ﬁlled
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Fig. 4. Integration of FEDERICA-PASITO network with control plane networks
in with information from the NMS or the control plane. It
is possible to monitor the status of the network via SNMP
protocol or using monitoring probes (i.e. Argos card). When
the control plane is used, the TED is ﬁlled in with the OSPF
ﬂooding information [17].
There are different PCE conﬁgurations for multi-layer net-
works deﬁned in [18]. Basically, there are centralized and
distributed models, where the routing computation is done
in a centralized server or in multiple PCEs in the network.
Moreover, there are single layer cooperating PCEs, where each
PCE is in charge of a single layer, and multi-layer PCEs, which
compute the route with the information of the whole network.
For our experiment, we have used a single PCE with a
complete view of the multi-layer architecture. A more detailed
explanation about the Path Computation Architecture can be
found in [17].
E. Integration of multi-layer mechanisms in control-plane en-
abled networks
Neither FEDERICA nor PASITO has a GMPLS control
plane enabled. However, in the last years a big effort has
been put through the development of ASON and GMPLS. In
networks with control plane, the MTE manager must have
the availability of a User to Network Interface (UNI) in
the boundaries between the IP/MPLS routers and the layer-
2 network.
A possible integration of FEDERICA-PASITO network
with control plane networks can be done using the Path
Computation Element as shown in Fig. 4. The UNI interface
receives the incoming request and it sends such request to the
PCE. The PCE provides a response with the network conﬁgu-
ration. The Edge Node process the path computation response
to conﬁgure accordingly the routing tables via SNMP. The
route information is sent via Network-to-Network Interface
(NNI) to the edge node at UPNA, which updates the routing
conﬁguration in its node.
III. TESTBED SETUP AND EVALUATION
Fig. 1 shows the topology of the multi-layer network that
was deployed with the OneLab elements and the video server
and client in each site. GRE tunnels are used to connect
FEDERICA slice with each network at UPNA and UAM. A
GRE tunnel is created between UAM and UPNA edge nodes to
connect them through PASITO network. We have carried out
two experiments using this test-bed: (A) assessment of multi-
layer trafﬁc engineering techniques and (B) validation of Path
Computation Element Protocol.
A. Assesment of multi-layer trafﬁc engineering
The ﬁrst experiment consists on the video streaming from
UPNA to UAM using FEDERICA and PASITO networks. The
video server at UPNA transmits the trafﬁc using FEDERICA
slice, while the delay is lower than a given QoS threshold.
According to [2], the delay for a streaming class service must
lower than 500ms. The MTE manager is conﬁgured to send
the video stream using FEDERICA, while the delay is lower
than 500ms. To modify the delay, netem tool is used.
Fig. 6 illustrates the OWD from UPNA to UAM monitored
by the ARGOS probes in this experiment. ARGOS cards are
continuously transmitting a packet train and the destination
OneLab node is measuring the average delay in the latest train.
This average delay is inserted in the TED, so the MTE manager
can decide where to send the trafﬁc. If the OWD increases
during the transmission, the MTE manager decides to send the
trafﬁc using PASITO infrastructure. Fig. 6 shows that there is
a period where the delay is over the 500ms threshold.
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Fig. 6. End-to-end delay from ARGOS cards at UAM and UPNA
Fig. 7 illustrates the trafﬁc received at UAM edge node.
According to the ﬁgure, it is clearly shown that the routes
are switched when the OWD exceeds the threshold and the
trafﬁc is received not from FEDERICA interconnection, but
from PASITO network.
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Fig. 7. Bandwidth used in FEDERICA and PASITO connection
Using this single threshold scheme, the routes can oscillate.
To avoid such problem, a second threshold can be included.
The second threshold must be lower than the ﬁrst threshold
(e.g. 400ms). With this second threshold, the trafﬁc is reverted
to FEDERICA when the delay is lower than 400ms.
B. Validation of the Path Computation Element Protocol
The second experiment validates the PCEP implementation
with two path requests ﬁrst without and then with conges-
tion at FEDERICA. The PCEP is a request/response based
protocol and it operates over the transport control protocol
(TCP) [9]. There are seven possible messages namely Open,
Keepalive, Request, Response, Notify, Error and
Close [9]. The protocol follows the next steps:
1) Session creation. There is a establishment of a TCP
connection (3-way handshake) between the PCC and the
PCE using a TCP registered port (4189). Later there
is the establishment of the PCEP protocol with a two-
way PCEP Open messages. Using these messages, the
conﬁguration parameters are exchanged. To accept the
PCEP connection Keepalive messages are sent.
2) Session Keepalive. Keepalive messages are sent to
detect if the peers are available for use. A Keepalive
message is transmitted every Keepalive timer. There
is a second timer namely Dead timer which equals
to 4 times the value of the Keepalive timer. If there
is no Keepalive message in Dead timer, the TCP
connection is closed. There are two operating modes for
the PCEP: intermittent and permanent. In the intermittent
mode, every time there is a request in the PCC, the PCEP
connection is open and close. When the permanent mode
is used, the PCEP connection is open and never closed.
To maintain the connection, Keepalive messages are
sent every Keepalive timer. Only in the permanent mode,
there is the session keepalive.
3) Path Computation Process. The Request message is
sent from the PCC to the PCE, when a request arrives
to the PCC. The PCE sends a Response message with
the path computed based on the conditions included in
the request message.
4) Session close. The PCE Close message is transmitted
to close the PCEP session and then the TCP session is
terminated.
Once PCE sessions are detailed, let us explain the second
experiment. The TED is ﬁlled in with the OWD information
as depicted in Fig. 4. Two path computation requests are done
to the PCE. In the ﬁrst request, the OWD at FEDERICA is
lower than 500ms, while, in the second request, it is greater
than 500ms. Consequently, the ﬁrst computed route replies
with IPs at the FEDERICA slice. The second request ﬁnds that
the delay through FEDERICA is higher than the video QoS
requirements so the PCE replies with the IPs of the PASITO
nodes.
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Fig. 8. Wireshark output: PCEP captured packets
Fig. 8 shows the information of the captured pack-
ets at the PCEP session. The PCC is using IP address
130.206.162.XX, while PCE uses 150.244.56.XX. We
can see that the PCE sessions are followed by our PCEP
implementation:
1) Session creation. First there are two Open messages
exchanged followed by Keepalive messages.
2) Session Keepalive. In this experiment, PCEP is working
in intermittent mode. This is the reason why there
are not Keepalive messages once the connection is
established.
3) Path Computation Process. The Request message is
sent from the PCC to the PCE, when a request arrives
to the PCC. The PCE sends a Response message with
the path computed based on the conditions included in
the request message.
4) Session close. A Close message is sent to ﬁnish the
PCEP connection.
Let us explain in detail the PCE response. Inside the
Response message, there is a Explicit Route Object (ERO)
with the route information. The route length in our scenario
is four. These four hops are: the source IP address at UPNA
(192.168.22.135), the incoming GRE IP address, the
outgoing GRE IP address and the destination IP address at
UAM (192.168.22.203). The PCE can select the GRE
tunnel to FEDERICA or to PASITO. The ﬁrst computed path
is composed by 192.168.22.135, 192.168.22.131,
192.168.22.202 and 192.168.22.203.
192.168.22.131 and 192.168.22.202 are the
FEDERICA GRE IP addresses at UPNA and UAM edge node
respectively. The second path modiﬁes the intermediates hops
with 192.168.22.136 and 192.168.22.207, which
are the the PASITO GRE IP addresses.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
MTE algorithms can help operators dealing with conges-
tion in their IP layer networks. Moreover, these algorithms
can increase network efﬁciency and reduce operational and
ownership costs. This paper presents an implementation of a
multi-layer technique in a realistic scenario involving three
infrastructures: FEDERICA, PASITO and OneLab. The im-
plementation allows transmitting the trafﬁc over the most
suitable path considering QoS restrictions. ARGOS cards are
used to perform highly accurate network QoS measurements.
Using high-accuracy equipment allows monitoring not only
VoD services but more stringent services, such as real time
applications. Furthermore, in our second experiment we have
validated an implementation of the Path Computation Element
Protocol in a network architecture lacking of a GMPLS control
plane. This implementation allows the PCE to perform multi-
layer engineering by selecting QoS constrained paths.
As future work, more complex MTE techniques will be
analyzed with larger network topologies. We will analyze
the scalability and the management of a high number of
connections. The interconnection of FEDERICA with optical
equipment would offer an IP over WDM scenario to test the
effect of path establishment in the network.
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